
Self care is 
not selfish!
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Color the Stress Away
Take some time to let go of the thoughts consuming 
your mind and just color (in or out of the lines!)... 



My identity... 
My self-care



What am I already doing: 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
Specific things to do more: 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
What opportunities do I have? What is realistic? 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
I will check-in with myself at least every ______________ (week, 
day, year, hour) to reflect on my self-care and how I have 
been showing up. 
 
If I so choose, I will reward myself for self-care by: 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________.



Color the Stress Away
Take some time to let go of the thoughts consuming 
your mind and just color (in or out of the lines!)... 



Writing in a "gratitude diary" has shown to boost quality of sleep, 
general health and reduce blood pressure, and increase 

optimism! Here's your chance to give it a try...

Jackiwaska, M., 2016 The impact of a brief gratitude intervention on subjective well-being, biology and sleep. Journal of Health Psychology.

Date: _____________ 
Today I am grateful for __________________________________

Date: _____________ 
Today I am grateful for __________________________________

Date: _____________ 
Today I am grateful for __________________________________

Date: _____________ 
Today I am grateful for __________________________________

Date: _____________ 
Today I am grateful for __________________________________

Date: _____________ 
Today I am grateful for __________________________________

Date: _____________ 
Today I am grateful for __________________________________

Date: _____________ 
Today I am grateful for __________________________________



Color the Stress Away
Take some time to let go of the thoughts consuming 
your mind and just color (in or out of the lines!)... 



Mindfulness Exercises 
 

Choose a food you are comfortable touching (fruits &/or raisins are good 

for this exercise). 

Close your eyes and imagine you have never encountered this food before.

Hold it in your hand(s), notice the texture, the density. 

Open your eyes. Examine the details of the food...what do you see? What 

details are you noticing?

Touch the food to your mouth... is there any taste? Does it feel differently on 

your lips that it does in your hand?

Take a teeny tiny bite... what do you taste? What sensations are you feeling 

in your mouth?  Take a larger bite & chew it 10 times... what do you notice?

Finally, look at the inside of the food you've bitten into, and repeat your 

exploration. 

For you! (can also be done with children)
Body Scan

Eating like an Alien

Sit or lay down in a comfortable position.
Focus, in turn, on specific parts of your body...  From your big toe, to 
your foot, to your ankle... all the way up to your ears, forehead  & hair.
Send all of your awareness there.
Take some time to really pay attention to the sensation of that particular 
body part. Notice any tension or discomfort.
If you're short on time, just try 3 of the toes on one of your feet. 

You can also try simply relaxing each body part instead of focusing on the 

sensation. 

You can also try simply eating without doing any thing else (e.g., looking at 

your phone, reading or watching TV). 



Color the Stress Away
Take some time to let go of the thoughts consuming 
your mind and just color (in or out of the lines!)... 



You have a lot to be proud about!
If a younger you could meet you today, 
what might they be proud of and why?



Color the Stress Away
Take some time to let go of the thoughts consuming 
your mind and just color (in or out of the lines!)... 



Dear Self, I love you! 
 

Self-Affirmations
Remind yourself... 

I am making a difference in the world. 
I am successful. 

I am strong. 
I am loved. 

I am beautiful. 
I believe in myself. 

My courage is stronger than my fear. 
I get better every day. 

I see the good in everyone and everything. 
I am not my mistakes. 
I choose to be positive. 

I am more than enough.

I'm sorry for all the mean things I said.



Color the Stress Away
Take some time to let go of the thoughts consuming 
your mind and just color (in or out of the lines!)... 



You gotta nourish to flourish!

What healthy habits would 
you like to do more of?

What unhealthy habits 
would you like to do less of?

How might you 
accomplish this or how 
might this benefit you?

How might you 
accomplish this or how 
might this benefit you?



Color the Stress Away
Take some time to let go of the thoughts consuming 
your mind and just color (in or out of the lines!)... 



F i l l  u p  y o u r  c u p !
Here are some ideas to get you started... add your own!
Do some yoga or just stretch 
Slow down to appreciate something around you-- 
a sight, a smell, a texture, a taste 
Visit a museum 
Give yourself some spa treatment. Make some time 
to take care of your skin or hair or nails 
Get comfy-- Put on some PJ's and find a 
comfortable place to relax  
Go for a walk or run 
Meditate or Practice Mindfulness 
Read for pleasure 
Get creative: Sing, dance, draw 
Watch something cute or funny 

(online!)



Color the Stress Away
Take some time to let go of the thoughts consuming 
your mind and just color (in or out of the lines!)... 



Be strong enough to stand alone, smart 
enough to know when you need help, and 

brave enough to ask for it.

What do you need from those who care about you to 
feel supported? 

How might you ask them for that support?

How do  you know when you need support? 
 



Color the Stress Away
Take some time to let go of the thoughts consuming 
your mind and just color (in or out of the lines!)... 



Notes, doodles, strokes of genius...




